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The different models in the Thule Legend Collection –  

GoPro1 bags and cases for adventurers 
 

Thule Legend Collection is a series of fully featured GoPro bags and cases. The sleek 

and fast design makes them suitable for any outdoor activity. The collection consists of 

two sizes of cases, one backpack and one sling pack. 

 
Thule Legend GoPro Backpack is a crushproof, lightweight feature-rich GoPro backpack with 
integrated camera mounts to capture adventures from multiple angles. It packs up to three 
GoPro cameras, chargers, housing options, mounts, straps, grips and poles as well as snacks, 
extra clothes and a hydration reservoir.  
 
This is the only GoPro backpack on the market with the unique feature-combo of two custom-
made camera mounts, removable and rinsable interior foam organizer and detachable waist 
belt. Slim, aerodynamic shaping, as well as chest and rear camera mounts to give a 360° 
perspective make it the ideal adventure pack.  
 
Features: 

 Integrated mounts allow for two GoPro cameras to attach 
and record forward and backwards 

 Removable die-cut foam pad makes it easy to fully rinse 
interior clean of dust, mud, sand and build-up 

 Lid pocket stores chargers and cables  

 Separate compartment for mounts and straps 

 Sleek shape and lightweight construction prevent bag 
from interfering with activities 

 Dedicated storage for hydration reservoir (reservoir not 
included) 

 Oversized zipper pulls provide easy access even for 
gloved hands 

 Waist belt and sternum strap provide enhanced comfort 
and support 

 Easy-access side pockets on waist belt for iPhone or 
multi-tool 

                                                           
1
 GoPro is a registered trademark  



 

 

 

Thule Legend GoPro Backpack is available at retail in May. 

Thule Legend GoPro Case is a durable GoPro case with smart organization for essential 
accessories to capture great adventures. Crushproof and with padded compartment that holds 
one GoPro camera, a LCD backpack, a remote control, extra batteries and SD cards. 
 
Features: 

 Removable die-cut foam pad makes it easy to fully rinse 
interior clean of build-up of dust, mud, and sand. 

 Lid pocket stores chargers, cables and strap mounts 

 Sleek design easily fits into another bag 

 Semi-hardshell construction and rugged finish ensure 
protection and secure grip 

 Oversized easy-grip zipper pulls provide easy access 
even for gloved hands 

 Integrated quick-grip handle to quickly pull out of bag or 
attach with carabiner to belt, harness or pack 

 High visibility contrast interior lining allows you to easily 
locate small gear 

 
Thule Legend GoPro Case is available at retail in February. 
 
 
Thule Legend GoPro Advanced Case is the bigger version of the Legend GoPro Case. In 
this version you can pack two GoPro cameras, mounts and accessories to capture and share 
life from your point of view.  
 
Features: 

 Removable die-cut foam pad makes case and foam rinsable to 
avoid dust, mud, sand or grim to pile up 

 Lid pocket stores chargers, cables and strap mounts  

 Sleek design easily fits into another bag 

 Semi-hardshell construction and rugged finish ensure 
protection and secure grip 

 Oversized easy-grip zipper pulls provide easy access even for 
gloved hands 

 Integrated quick-grip handle to quickly pull out of bag or attach 
with carabiner to belt, harness or pack 

 High visibility contrast interior lining allows you to easily locate 
small gear 



 

 

 

Thule Legend GoPro Advanced Case is available at retail in February. 

 

Thule Legend GoPro Sling is a sleek and lightweight sling pack that allows you to stay in 
action with up to two GoPro cameras and accessories within reach. The padded compartment 
also holds LCD backpacks, remote control, extra batteries and SD cards. Removable die-cut 
foam pad makes it easy to fully rinse interior clean of build-up of dust, mud and sand. 
 
Features: 

 Organization panel stores chargers, cables and strap mounts  

 Front compartment is ideal for mounts and personal gear 

 Sleek shape and lightweight construction prevent bag from 
interfering with activities 

 Oversized zipper pulls provide easy access even for gloved 
hands 

 Shoulder strap pocket provides quick storage for a remote 
control or phone 

 Sternum strap ensures packs stays safely on back  

 Separate, nylex-lined pocket protects a phone or sunglasses 

 High-visibility interior lining allows you to easily locate small 
gear 

 

Thule Legend GoPro Sling is available at retail in May. 

 

 

For high resolution images and further information, please visit, the Thule Group press room: 

http://www.thulegroup.com/press  

For more information, please contact:  

Joakim Frederiksen PR Manager Europe & ROW 

E-mail: joakim.frederiksen@thule.com 

Phone: +46 (0)40 635 90 25 

Thule on Facebook: www.facebook.com/thulebringyourlife 

Thule on YouTube: www.youtube.com/thule 

For more information about Thule, visit: www.thule.com  
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About Thule 

The Thule brand was established in 1942. Under the motto Bring your life, Thule globally offers a wide 

range of premium products for active people that allow them to bring what they care most for safely, 

easily and in style. 

Thule offers among other things roof racks, bike carriers, roof boxes, computer/camera/sports bags and 

child related products like child bike seats and multifunctional strollers. The products are sold in more 

than 136 countries world-wide. 

Thule is the largest brand in the Thule Group. 

For more information, please visit www.thule.com  
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